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OceanHub Africa 

“If you really think that the enviroment is less important than the 

economy, try holding your breath while you count your money.” ― 

Dr. Guy McPherson



We depend on our Oceans and they depend on us– Now 

is the time to shape better interactions between people and Oceans

Pollution Over exploitationClimate change

One core focus

• Today 60% of major marine ecosystems that 

underpin livelihoods have been degraded or 

are being used unsustainably by humans 

(source: UNESCO report)

• 300, 000 whales, dolphins and porpoises are 

‘accidentally’ killed every year in fishing nets 

(source: WWF report) 

• ~90% of global fish stocks are now fully or 

overfished and production is set to increase 

further by 2025, (source: UN’s food body report) 

• If the level of CO2 continues to increase at 

the current rate, the ocean will become 

corrosive to the shells of many marine 

organisms by the end of this century (source: 

UNESCO report)

• Seagrass beds, kelp forests and coral reefs 

constitute the cornerstones of marine 

ecosystems. Warm waters and heat waves 

threaten these ecosystems and the life they 

support

• Each year 8 million tons of plastic enter the 

oceans. This represents one garbage truck of 

plastic dumped into our Oceans every minute. 

That number will triple in the next decades 

(source: Jambeck, J. R research)

• By 2050 there will be more plastic in the 

oceans than fish by weight (source: Ellen 

MacArthur Foundation report)

• Every year 100,000 sea mammals, and 1 

million seabirds, die from plastic pollution 

(source: WWF report) 

To protect our Oceans we need to address: 
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THERE ARE NO EASY FIXES !!

We depend on our Oceans and they depend on us– Now 

is the time to shape better interactions between people and Oceans



Making the case for businesses- So who will save our 

oceans? Authorities?

But no consensus on how 

serious or urgent the threat is 

And international bodies lacking 

authority

Kyoto 

protocol 

1st

IPCC 

report

2nd IPCC 

report

3rd IPCC 

report

UN Paris 

agreement in 

forceCopenhagen 
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Some well needed steps 

forward

May 2019- 20 new MPAs 

4th IPCC 

report



Making the case for businesses- So who will save our 

oceans? People?

Growing awareness and change in habits 

are leading the way

But even if critical, influential and well-

intentioned, they are only a part of the solution



Making the case for businesses- So who will save our 

oceans? … Businesses

Down to businesses to fill the remaining gap: down to businesses to create innovation 

A new definition of progress



Making the case for businesses- So who will save our 

oceans? … Businesses



Protecting our Oceans require a combination of awareness, new policies and innovation - and the 

investment in projects that achieve those

There is a lack of initiatives dedicated to 

accelerating the development and 

adoption of sustainable innovations

This is where OceanHub Africa   

comes in

Mainly focusing on awareness 

(people)

Mainly focusing on policies 

(authorities)

Context – to protect our Oceans, we need initiatives that support ocean-

impact innovation

Focusing on innovation 

(businesses)

Below are some initiatives active in Africa that currently work towards having a positive impact on Oceans:



OceanHub Africa
Decline in ocean-health could cost the global economy $428 billion pa by 2050
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Potentially direct negative 

ocean-impact
Potentially indirect negative 

ocean-impact

Shipping &

boat 

building

Coastal 

tourism

& water-sports

Fisheries &

aquaculture

Marine 

renewable

energies

Marine 

biotech

Poaching

& piracy

Fashion

& 

clothing

Retail &

single use 

plastic

GHG &

fossil 

fuels



Who are we? 



Our belief- Cape Town is the most relevant place in Africa to initiate an 

Ocean hub as envisaged 

• Oceanography - at the crossroad of the 

Southern, Indian & Atlantic Oceans

• Marine biology - unique abundant biodiversity

Major international scientific hub Major tech hub in Africa

• A variety of ecosystems, form shores to deep seas

• Many established industries: fisheries, aquaculture, 

shipping, tourism, water-sports, marine energies 

Ideal test grounds

• Stimulating environment: 36 innovation hubs

• Home of major tech giants such as AWS & 

Microsoft

• Top universities on the continent (inc. UCT & SUN)

Strong local support

• Established entrepreneurial ecosystem

• Good infrastructure for businesses

• Strong awareness on environmental issues

Cape Town, the crossroads of three oceans, where skills, knowledge, infrastructure and opportunities unite
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Who we are- an African-based ocean-impact catalyst set up to 

contribute to achieving UN SDGs, with a primary focus on SDG 14

Acceleration programs to grow African Ocean-impact businesses to scale up disruptive 

solutions that demonstrate ROI and positive Ocean Impact
1

Soft-landing programs to help foreign ocean-minded start-ups scale in Africa2

We are a catalyst 

for ocean-impact
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We build a sustainable Oceans’ economy ecosystem around innovation with one common goal: Ocean Impact.

We gather entrepreneurs, corporates, organizations, investors, authorities and research institutions to cross-fertilize 

ideas and expertise in a bid to accelerate the development of ocean-minded startups

What we offer

Impact focus
Primary 

focus

Other areas of 

focus



Grow impact businesses- acceleration

Space

Mentorship & support

Network

Service packages

Support in fund-raising & more 

1

OceanHub Africa is an alliance partner of                                       , a non-profit partner of            and a strategic partner of             



Sample of OceanHub Africa’s partners- adding value to the 

initiative (more details on exact roles in annexure)
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Professional

services

Ecosystem 

(incubators, 

institutions)

Investors

Impact 

experts 

& 

universities   

Delivering value to the accelerated 
start-ups 

Local and international enabling 
ecosystem 

Connecting with start-ups for 
investment 

Ecosystem, impact assessment and 
technology transfer 

Mentors 

Mentoring start-ups 

and more 

Authorities 



Ocean Innovation Africa 2021
Promoting Entrepreneurship & Innovation for a Sustainable Ocean Economy in Africa
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INSPIRE more entrepreneur, ENTICE more private investors and CATALYZE more 

partnerships...

Ocean Innovation Africa is a platform that

showcases African ocean-impact initiatives

and brings together international

changemakers for the growth of a

sustainable ocean economy.

https://youtu.be/p5fhGh3fM3E
https://youtu.be/p5fhGh3fM3E


Ocean Innovation Africa 2021
Promoting Entrepreneurship & Innovation for a Sustainable Ocean Economy in Africa
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Hybrid Event:

Innovation

• Startup pitch competition

• Ocean Hackathon

Information

• Keynotes

• Interactive Panel Discussions

• Themed masterclasses 

• Ocean movie screenings

Business

• Exhibitor booths 

• B2B Matchmaking

• Networking sessions

Why What When & Where

Dates: 

- 5 to 7 Nov 2021 -> Ocean Hackathon

- 5 and 6 Nov 2021 -> Ocean in-person Conference

- 8  and 9 Nov 2021 -> Ocean Online Conference

Venue: Victoria & Alfred Waterfront

Cape Town and Virtual Platform

Who

60+ speakers, 100+ ocean startups, 500+ delegates

Unleashing the Power of African

Ocean Innovators to:

• Inspire more entrepreneurs

• Entice more private capital

• Catalyze more partnerships

Stakeholders:

• Ocean Businesses

• Entrepreneurs & Investors

• Foundations

• Sciences

• Authorities



Ocean Innovation Africa 2021

Ocean Hackathon - Program Outline (2021 to be released)

One core focus
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Hosting cities (ONLY African City) Ocean Hackathon - World Challenge



Applications

Short-listed 
project

Selected 
projects

How OHA is selecting the accelerated startups-

who are we helping
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Preselection of projects 

by OHA Team based on 

documentation 

received followed by 

selected interviews

Pitching training with 

OHA team and 

presentation of short-

listed project to the 

Selection Committee 

for assessment  

6 shortlisted startups per cohort

Screening funnel – pan African

• For-profit 

• Operating in Africa

• Scalable product/service available on the market or soon to be available on 

the market

• Innovative product/service or disruptive business model
• Looking for investments or new markets

• Business must positively impact ocean health

Eligibility criteria

• Business impact 

• Vision and values 

• Business model 

• Technology

• Team

Main selection criteria



Science matters - making commercial sense of scientific 

research

Building the right solutions requires
an exhaustive understanding of 
ocean dynamics and challenges

ECOPs bring that knowledge in teams 
where others have a more business-
orientated or financial background

New job opportunities for ECOPs as 
co-founders, mostly as CTOs or COOs
in ocean-impact businesses



OceanHub Africa

Thank you

www.oceanhub.africa 21


